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editor’s note

IN CELEBRATION OF OUR 10TH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE, we invited our readers, staff, and 
contributors to share their experience with ruminating and contemplation—being still 
and attentive, pausing and listening. As I looked over the notes we received, I realized how 
many of us experience a common tension with contemplation—we yearn for it, but we also 
avoid it. Sometimes our to-do list seems too long, or “pulling in” feels too self-absorbed or 
indulgent, or we tell ourselves it’s better left to the yogis, monks, and introverts. 
     Let me tell you, I get this tension. It is scary to be still and sit with yourself and all of 
your wild thoughts. Goodness, I started a magazine for art and contemplation, and most 
days, I find it easier to tackle the inbox than to be still, physically or mentally. I find the 
thrill of problem-solving and checking items off my list more immediately satisfying than 
the awkward embracing of ambiguity. So I get it. But I’m starting to think these concerns 
and distractions that keep us from contemplation are really just fear in disguise. 
     Richard Rohr, scholar, Franciscan priest, and founder of the Center for Contemplation 
and Activism, writes in his book A Lever and a Place to Stand: “Contemplation waits 
for the moments, creates the moments, where all can be prayer. . . . Contemplation is 
essentially nondual consciousness that overcomes the gaps—gaps between me and God, 
outer and inner, either and or, me and you.” 
     This is scary stuff! Moving into the gaps, into the gray! And I know this phrase “nondual 
consciousness” is a mouthful, but stay with me. Rohr goes on to explain what he means 
by “nondual consciousness.” He sees it as a compassionate posture of embracing mystery 
and paradox, the difficult and the unknown, and the realization that we don’t understand 
everything. Gulp. A mind open to contemplation is a mind open to possibility and to 
curiosity. Yes, this feels true to me. 
     I also love that Rohr invites us to integrate action and contemplation in our lives, 
recognizing that we all have both aspects, and we needn’t choose one or the other. I also 
suspect this welcoming of both action and contemplation would release us from some of 
that fearful tension we often feel. Rohr writes: [Action] is surely the first half of life for 
almost all of us . . . We learn, we experiment, we try, we do, we stumble, we fall, we break, 
and we find.” If we fearfully stay in this stage of action-only oriented living, “We will 
settle for being right instead of being holy and whole; for saying prayers instead of being 
one.” So, yes, it’s scary, but it’s worth it to keep stepping into the gaps, to keep practicing a 
posture of compassion and yeses.    
     I’ve also learned that simply being quiet and alone or avoiding people does not make 
me a contemplative. I can be alone with an inner war going on inside, or I can be quiet 
because I feel numb and shut down. And yes, I have definitely experienced this. Picture 
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me trying to pray and meditate oh-so-peacefully in my favorite chair when I hear my kids 
bickering in the other room. I’m immediately annoyed, snapping at them to stop fighting! 
And then I’m annoyed with myself for snapping at the kids. Whew! I’m learning that to be 
contemplative is to be compassionate toward others and myself. 
     And one last beautiful thing . . . always we begin again in this contemplative posture. 
Thankfully, it is never simply a task to be mastered and forgotten. 

With gratitude to all our fellow pilgrims,

p.s. Some of you might recognize the cover art on this issue, “Rhino” by Nicholas Price. 
“Rhino” appeared on the very first cover of Ruminate, and featuring it on our cover again 
is a playful nod to our roots and the beautiful and gutsy perseverance of a little arts 
magazine celebrating ten years. Cheers! 
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ABY KAUPANG

Claro
I am writing lines to tether a man
long lines to latch at a far man
he is further than a poem and has left
to live in one     a poem 

I am writing a poem to save his life
and in so know how useless I am as he is off
off with a gun     I read it many many times
I had to make sure he’d left with a gun didn’t leave a gun
I had to make sure where the gun was before I could write the poem

I can’t write that poem     can’t find that man     can’t rest
lines with straight speech spur multiple meanings

I am trying to write him a poem his own     Micah’s very
own     and revised poem

I try to revise the course of an action
take a line of a poem from our beginning and he returns
if I place it at the end

he is beginning and end then and with a gun and gone

writing lines to tether a man     temporarily     lines
to this earth’s living layer
not slack lines     slack 
is to slide into conversations
heave into lines     unexpectedly I find myself in multiple meanings
and into their intention   there in attention

I am trying to save a life by writing a clear poem
claro  he said     claro     

his own poem but revised
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HOPE WABUKE 

Exodus: Father’s American Superheroes
because certain death.
because genocide.

he leads them out

he is Moses, then 
Jeremiah 

when 
no one 
else would 
try

the faith to move 
mountains 
and get 

to America.

keep them secret 
keep them safe 

raise up his body 
family, begin again.
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LATOYA WATKINS
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I  D ON’T WANT TO GO BACK   in my daughter house cause it’s hard to look at her when 
she taking care of me. Things posed to be the other way round. So I just sit out here on the 
curb, under the moon, letting my head ache in the spiritual world and in the natural one.  
     My head feeling heavy tonight. Like everything, blood, brain, everything, floating round 
all loose. Ruth say it’s cause I’m too old to be taking classes at the community college. Say 
the work stressing my brain. Every week she have me walk up to the drug store and take 
my blood pressure. Sometimes it be high, but ain’t nothing we can do bout it with no insur-
ance. When it be high, she give me vinegar and pickles. Even though she blame the whole 
blood pressure mess on school, I don’t think she want me stop. Had a little financial aid left 
after my classes paid. Only time we done had our own little bit of money in a long while.  
     I don’t think it’s the schooling got my head going, though. I think it’s our situation. I’m 
used to living in my daughter house—biding by her rules, but it bother me that we can’t of-
fer no help to my girl. They shutting the power off if she don’t make the light bill first thing 
in the morning. I want to pay it. I want to take the weight off my daughter and pay it.  
     Situation get embarrassing some time, specially when my dear wife Ruth want shoes 
without holes in them, and I can’t afford to get her none. But Ruth a good wife. Don’t never 
judge me on what I can and can’t get her now. She know I took good care of her before Yah-
weh told me to leave Raytheon—told me I ain’t had to be nobody janitor no more. That was 
fore our kids was growed. Fore time passed on by us and made us aged. Now our baby boy 
twenty-six. He the only real boy I got—I done raised a hundred percent, and he don’t speak 
to me no more. Don’t see me as no man no more.  
     He was always a respectful boy. Ain’t never talk back or nothing like that. We raised all 
our kids up right. But he wasn’t perfect. I always had to get on him bout cleaning out the 
trash right and standing up straight and looking folks in the eyes. He ain’t really give me no 
problem bout taking the trash out. He was good bout doing that. Did it with his shoulders 
slumped and head down, but he ain’t never complain, and most of the time he did it like he 
cared about the job and understood it was his duty to the women around us. That boy nev-
er let his momma or sisters touch a garbage can or grocery bag, but he couldn’t never get 
the rotten smell from dumped things out the can right. I had to stay on him bout that. That 
and his potential in Yahweh. He wanted to run in the Olympics, but he wouldn’t never real-
ly listen to the spirit of Yahweh. I wanted him to run whatever he wanted to, but you got to 
give to Yahweh in order to receive of him. I gave him all the teachings and spirit I had.  
     I try to be patient with him cause you posed to train these kids up in the Way and they 
won’t never really depart. I’ll wait on him to come round. He will. By and by. 
     “Hey, Rev,” somebody husky voice whisper real loud. I look up to see Big Mike making 
his ways across the playground. His body move like a vibration or a wave or something 
loose and sagging. First thing I ever noticed bout Big Mike was his chuckle and the firm-
ness of his face. Now when he chuckle his sagging jaws shake. They used to be full and 
stiff, but that was fore his woman found out bout the diabetes. After that, she put him on 
a little bit of a diet. She stopped frying pork chops and chicken. She even stopped cooking 
neck bones and oxtails. Shoot, the way Big Mike tell it, she threw the frying pan, pork, and 
red meat right out the front door; went straight bake, broil, and tofu. I felt for him when 
he was going through all that. I went through the same thing when we moved in with my 
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daughter. Homestyle—West Texas style—is the type meals missing from her menu, and 
since she the one with the money and the food-stamp card, ain’t nothing I can do but wait 
on the Father to send me the means to buy the food my wife like to eat. We used to it now, 
but Ruth still hate that menu. Say our daughter a control freak, especially when she say, 
“Dad and Mom, I love y’all and I’m gone feed y’all like I love y’all.”  
     Ruth say she feeding us like she the mother and we the children. It break my heart to 
see my wife begging our girl for that food-stamp card every other month cause she craving 
chitterlings. But in a way, I’m always relieved when our girl tell her no. I hate cleaning 
chitterlings. Smell remind me of cleaning out my daddy hog pens when I was boy. Like 
swine bowels exploded and every unclean demon possess me through my nostrils. I know 
Ruth love them smothered in hot sauce and salt, but I ain’t never believed the savory flavor 
is worth the labor.  
     Now, with his stomach missing to hold it up, Big Mike big white t-shirt hang down to 
his knees, and he use his free hand to hold up his pants in the back. Look like he wearing 
a dress. Don’t seem much like love or protection to break your man down like that. To put 
him in a dress. 
     I stand up from the curb, what’s posed be the porch, and head to meet him halfway. 
     When we first come to this complex with my daughter, I hated it. Too many people—too 
many eyes looking my direction to judge me on what kind of man I am. Didn’t take long for 
me to figure out most men in the complex live on women—ain’t got no jobs. The women 
find refuge in the subsidized living, determined by their roles as single mothers. Some 
mothers don’t even have to worry bout low rent rates cause the complex feel it an honor to 
accept housing vouchers from the housing authority stead of rent. So the men—they tack 
theyselves onto women and ride the free housing into the sunset.  
     Like me, none of them looking for work. Most guys I done got to know content look-
ing after the kids while the women go to work. Being the nurturers while the womenfolk 
become the providers. Menfolk become Eve and womenfolk turn into Adam in this place. 
Creator way drown out. Disappear. Given over to all kind of reprobated spirits. Whole 
place done lost the way. The truth. The light. 
     Guess that’s how we different. Me and these men. I know the laws of The Book, and I 
know what it is to work. To provide. I don’t mind working. Ain’t never had no problem 
taking care of my family. Heavenly Father got my hands tied, though. Won’t let me go to 
work. Heard His voice clear as I can hear Ruth’s. He say He got something for me I won’t 
never find in no job. Still, I look around and see all these men using other men’s daughters, 
and that old devil creep in and make me feel like I’m just as bad as they is. Like I’m using 
my own.  
     Big Mike and me meet at what the swing-set used to be. I don’t know what to call it now. 
Somebody stole the swings. Now it just look like a yellow pipe sitting in the center of the 
complex. My daughter apartment sit right in front of it, and Big Mike faces it on the other 
side. The park is the only thing separate my world from his.  
     My granddaughters think it’s a real park. They think I’m something big when I take 
them out there and let them run under the space where the swings used to be. I like taking 
them out. Feel good to be big. 



JAMES CREWS 

God Spot
God would never speak to us in tongues
or show his face in patches of shower mold,
on burnt toast or a steamed-up window
when he could just touch that place
in the brain said to be the sole sweet spot
where we link with his signals.

Maybe it’s those beams we’re looking for
when our dreaming eyes blink wild
behind our shut-tight lids, scanning
scenes that seem to stream from the sky
for a sign of the ghost light that makes 
each mind a homing device.

Last night, when I felt the sudden weight
of someone sitting on the edge of my bed,
I shot up in the dark and pressed a hand
to my chest. Are you there? I almost asked,
but the question faded as my eyes
adjusted to the earthly shadows

of dresser, nightstand and armchair
in the empty room. I got up and stood
in the square of streetlight shining
like a door on the floor, and I listened
as my heart hammered home its lone 
message: I’m here, I’m here, I’m here.
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The Vision  
of Mae Anna

STEPHANIE DICKINSON
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1919. WHITE RIVER. SOUTH DAKOTA. 

I  LISTEN TO THE RIVER  as I tug off the school uniform blouse with its yellowing sleeves 
and twist the skirt’s buttons too big for their loops. I am a runty but strong Lakota girl with 
one shoulder rising higher than the other and scars like gooseberries welting my back. I 
change into the boy overalls from the orphanage laundry. The red flannel long johns itch. 
Honeylet begins tearing the blouse into baby rags. “Goodbye to Sister Agatha and Sister 
Magda,” she says.    
     Goodbye to the ruler and switch, goodbye to the school where Honeylet lived her whole 
life and I lived half of mine, goodbye to the black locust grove, to the enormous turkey we 
named Fat Turkey Who Waddles, goodbye to the ants’ forest and thistle root, to the place 
where English is spoken, and Lakota barely whispered.  
     The baby sleeps in a blanket fragrant with dry leaves. When we washed his bottom in the 
river he hardly cried. His black hair comes from his mother Honeylet and from his nameless 
father, his blue eyes. In the night’s middle we carried Honeylet’s newborn from the nursery 
and ran from Tekakwitha Indian Orphanage and School. We walked long miles before we 
reached the White River, hiding until first light in the reeds. They will be looking for us, two 
girls, one fifteen, the other barely fourteen, already a mother. You see how these native girls 
are, the nuns will say. No morals. Thieves, savages. In a few days they would have given the 
baby to a white couple. Honeylet, stealer of her own flesh.  
     Resting now, we kneel next to the river where we watch fish swimming, two bass with 
long whiskers, the same pair we saw sucking moss from a stone. “Some fish make bubble 
nests,” I say, then cup my hands and splash my face. I am known by the nuns to be the girl 
who talks to fish, who can catch them with her fingers if she chooses. “They rise to the sur-
face and take in air, and then they hold the saliva bubble in their mouth and release it on a 
water lily’s underside. They lay their eggs among the bubbles.”  
     “I wish I had whiskers like the bass fish.” Honeylet’s laugh is a tinkling bell. It’s the 
first time since her belly came that she’s made the happy sound. “The bleeding has almost 
stopped. If we could hold bubbles in our mouths, we’d float to the sacred cave. My feet are 
tired of walking.” 
     Wading into the river, I dip my fingers into the water and call out. A fish swims into my 
hands, a female shad fat with eggs, one who has sacrificed herself. With a rock I cut her 
open and scoop out the salty roe. I thank her and wrap the shad’s silvery flesh with some 
leaves. “Here, Honeylet, eat these for strength.” Another leaf is a plate for the eggs. She licks 
it clean. Then her black eyes go still as standing water, and I touch her hand. They won’t find 
us, my hand says. But first we must reach the Black Hills where our people live.  
     Her black hair shines, shorter, just below her ears, while mine is higher than my ears as 
though a boy. Her two braids join mine in the dirt where they fell after I cut them off with a 
knife taken from the school’s kitchen. I cut only half as much as mine. I pick up the braids 
and a sharp stone. Crouching in the weeds I dig deep, and then press the braids to my nose, 
inhaling their nutmeg and wind before dropping them in the hole and burying them. No one 
must know we came this way.  
     “Sleep for a while,” I say. “I’ll build a fire and cook the fish. You rest. I’ll keep the lookout.” 
     “My son still doesn’t have a name,” Honeylet says, her lower lip trembling. I think of 
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JODI HAYS.  Heap. Oil on canvas. 26 x 20 inches.
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STEVE PRINCE. Big Zipper Project. Woodcut/Relief print. 48 x 96 inches.
Top image credit: Michael Singer. Bottom images credit: Aleäa Rae
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GOLDENROD AT ITS PEAK  looks like it’s dying in the late light of October.  Still, I rivet  
my eyes as I pull off to the shoulder and take in the great swath of it along Route 219. I’m 
driving home from a wedding, full of pulled pork and slaw and the hope that the couple 
makes it, and what I want is to crack open, even though, of course, that’s the last thing I 
want. The engine idles, I sit swollen with the rare desire to extend the day, the way, as kids, 
we put a ghostman on third so we could keep playing after the neighbors and cousins went 
home and there weren’t enough bodies for teams. The broken seat of a swing—home plate, 
the lilac bush—first base, the stone slab marking where the septic tank was buried—sec-
ond, and there at the apple tree—on third—we could see the shape of the ghost, holding 
the branch, poised to be hit home. A mother somewhere called in our grass-stained bodies 
in cutoffs, blurring us into one body that shimmered. Because of the sorry goldenrod, the 
full, aging gust of it off the berm, because its whole is more achingly beautiful than the sum 
of its parts, my discrete self that was barreling south on 219 is all at once aware that she is 
not discrete at all. Of course, none of us are, but we try to maintain that illusion of sep-
arateness. I could cut the engine, spill out into the gold and the few spikes of ironweed and 
tufted thistle, and crack open to love my life as something that is not mine. What is it I am 
remembering? It is my hard little body I had thought a chiseled thing set apart, rocketing 
around, and then the thrill of that other October evening cooling, our fingers difficult to 
bend, so cold, as the dark lay its blanket of chill around the church, the door gaping open 
to the church yard, the larger body I realized I belonged to and could not leave behind. And 
could not save.

I am, again, twelve, lifting up the tea towel and sneaking two warm oatmeal cookies for 
myself. Wide gooey discs my mother has baked for the Beatty youth choir. I cup the crumbs 
that tear loose from the edges. I am home from school, solemnly delivered by the school 
bus with its interior air all skidded up with Mötley Crüe, the Helmick boy’s tape that no 
one really heard. The school day has been a haze, sixth grade containing our bodies in lines 
for lunch, my ear attuned to shoes clicking on the hard floor, each little tick hard and defi-
nite and startling. C.P. has died, the boy in the youth choir’s back row. 
     C.P.’s voice was bread dough, so soft, worked over, and rising. It was as if we all heard 
the sighing-down when he died in the wreck this morning. As if we could feel his body 
walking back to the fogged road out of a truck coiled around a tree, with not a scratch on 
him, then his heart snapping loose as he folded to the ground like a pillowcase doll. We are 
all patting our bodies to make sure they’re still here, awareness acute all over: each of my 
underarm hairs like a tuber’s growing eye, spreading out to feel and feel, I pull at them. 
My training bra crosses my chest like a harness, my eyes burn and my lips pucker out as if 
punched. The two cookies are gone and I lie back on my blue gingham bedspread wishing I 
hadn’t stolen them. Wishing I could eat all the rest.
     But could I feel him fall over like a pillowcase doll? No, maybe not that. I couldn’t feel 
the no-more of breath or heartbeat. It’s everyone else I felt and I feel, the ones left, it’s as if 
they are swelling my body, as if I have only dreamt them before now, back when I thought 
they were separate from me.
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wise Specified), appearing in 2015 with Essay 
Press. Her poems have appeared in  FENCE, 
Verse, Denver Quarterly, the Laurel Review, 
and others. She holds master’s degrees in 
both creative writing and occupational 
therapy from Colorado State University.  She 
lives in Fort Collins with the poet, Matthew 
Cooperman, and their two children. www.
abykaupang.com

SCOTT KOLBO was born in Washington 
State. As a kid, he spent countless hours 
drawing to stave off boredom. He received an  
MFA in printmaking from University of 
Wisconsin-Madison. His interests revolve 
around the study of culture, aesthetics, 
literature, film, and contemporary art. In his 
studio art work, he is interested in the 
incorporation of new technologies into 
traditional art-making strategies and mixing 
elements from high and low culture. www.
scottkolbo.net
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GEOFFREY KRAWCZYK   was born in 
Oklahoma in 1978. He was introduced to art 
at a young age by his father, a professional 
cartoonist, illustrator, and Vietnam vet. 
Growing up in a family with a disabled 
veteran gave him an interest in the nature of 
sacrifice and violence, and greatly influenced 
his art practice. www.breakingbreadproject.
com and www.geoffreyk.com

MARIANNE LETTIERI  creates art objects and 
installations out of cultural castoffs imbued 
with history and memory. She lives in the 
San Francisco Bay Area, where she devotes 
her time to making art, encouraging artists, 
and helping churches to engage in the fine 
arts. She has an MFA in spatial arts from San 
Jose State University. Her current favorite 
object is a 1930s tiara that she wears when 
cleaning and gardening. www.mariannelet-
tieri.com

EVAN MANN  invents imagery suggestive of 
cosmic forms, cellular structures, biological 
architecture, sea life. His depictions often 
traverse through multiple mediums: drawing, 
sculpture, video, and installation. Evan 
earned his MFA from Rhode Island School of 
Design. Evan lives and works in Colorado 
with his wife and their daughter where they 
run a Denver-based commercial video 
production company: Otherworldly Produc-
tions. www.evanmann.com

MARILYN MCENTYRE teaches medical 
humanities at the UC Berkeley-UCSF Joint 
Medical Program, offers writing workshops 
and retreats, and finds that her happiest days 

include a little quiet time, a few hours of 
writing, a conversation with one of her kids, 
and a walk with her husband. Her books 
include Caring for Words in a Culture of 
Lies, What’s in a Phrase?, and most recently 
A Faithful Farewell and A Long Letting 
Go—the last two written for people who are 
dying and for their caregivers. Reading 
Bryan Doyle is her idea of a good time.

MIHO NONAKA  is a native of Tokyo and a 
bilingual poet.  Her poems and essays have 
appeared in various journals and antholo-
gies, including Ploughshares, Cimarron 
Review, American Letters & Commentary, 
Iowa Review, Satellite Convulsions: Poems 
from Tin House and American Odysseys: 
Writings by New Americans (Dalkey Archive 
Press). She teaches English and creative 
writing at Wheaton College. 

HANNAH FAITH NOTESS  recently pub-
lished her first full-length collection of 
poems, The Multitude, winner of the Michael 
Waters Poetry Prize from Southern Indiana 
Review Press. Nearly ten years ago, she 
published two poems in Ruminate’s very first 
issue! She lives in Seattle with her family.

NICHOLAS PRICE  lives with his wife in San 
Francisco. He received his MFA in printmak-
ing from San Francisco Art Institute. He 
served as Ruminate’s visual art editor from 
2006-2008 and his print “rhino” appeared 
on the cover of Ruminate’s very first issue. 
www.nicholaserikprice.com
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STEVE PRINCE  received his MFA in print-
making and sculpture from Michigan State 
University. He is currently an assistant 
professor of printmaking and drawing and 
artist-in-resident at Allegheny College. He 
has lectured, created commissioned artwork, 
conducted workshops, and shown his 
artwork internationally. Prince is represent-
ed by Eyekons Gallery in Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, (www.eyekons.com) and Zucot 
Gallery in Atlanta, Georgia. For documenta-
ry on zipper project: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=5Y5-bHRoVjs.

JAMES SILAS ROGERS  has lived in Minne-
sota all his life and never wanted to be 
anything but a writer. He’s written poems 
for many publications (including a chapbook, 
Sundogs, in 2006), a book about cemeteries 
(Northern Orchards: Places Near the Dead, 
2014), and essays, three of which have been 
named “notables” in  Best American Essays. 
He’s also active in Irish studies scholarship. 
Most of his writing comes back to the 
question, What makes a place meaningful?

TOM SCHMIDT reads lots of good books and 
occasionally attempts to write one, but his 
grandsons would rather that he play with toy 
trucks. He tends eight hens that lay eggs of 
eight different colors in a coop near nine rows 
of beans and a bee-loud glade in Vermont 
where Tom lives, by grace, not alone.

DEB SHELDON  writes, “I live in the North-
west and was raised on a farm. My paintings 
tend to be earthy and on the subjects of 
nature and introspection. I like to explore 
the whys and the what’s nexts of feelings. I 
love when a painting resonates with a 
viewer. It instantly bonds us. I have a “day 
job” where I talk to people all day long and 
am constantly reminded of our shared 
feelings.”

LAURA CARPENTER TRUITT  writes, “I live 
and paint in Colorado, having previously lived 
in Ohio, Scotland, and Baltimore. This 
matters because landscape and environment 
are my subject, my muse, and the lens 
through which I paint. In Colorado, I teach, 
paint, and enjoy my small family of four.” 
More info at www.lauracarpentertruitt.com

JESSIE VAN EERDEN   is author of the novel 
Glorybound, winner of Foreword Reviews’ 
Editor’s Choice Fiction Prize, and the novel 
My Radio Radio forthcoming in spring 2016. 
Her work has appeared in the Oxford Ameri-
can, River Teeth, Best American Spiritual 
Writing, Red Holler, Walk Till the Dogs Get 
Mean, and elsewhere. Jessie received her 
MFA in nonfiction from the University of 
Iowa. She lives in West Virginia where she 
directs the low-residency MFA program at 
West Virginia Wesleyan College.  

HOPE WABUKE  is a mother, poet, and 
essayist based in southern California. She is a 
contributing editor for The Root and a 
contributing writer for Kirkus Reviews. She is 
the author of the chapbook Movement No.1: 
Trains from Dancing Girl Press and the 
forthcoming chapbook The Leaving from 
Akashic Press. Her work has appeared in 
Guernica, Salamander Literary Journal, 
North American Review, Lit Hub, Fjords 
Literary Journal, and others. Follow her on 
Twitter @HopeWabuke.

LATOYA WATKINS  received her PhD from the 
University of Texas at Dallas. Her stories 
have appeared in Joyland Magazine, Kweli 
Journal, Ruminate, and Potomac Review. In 
2015, she was awarded a Pushcart Prize for 
short fiction (for a story that originally 
appeared in Ruminate!). She has received 
fellowships from Kimbilio Fiction Center and 
Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference. LaToya 
resides in Texas with her family.
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last note

I’m awful at choosing wakefulness over 
robotic task-list fulfillment. Recently with 
my nephew, I was neatly stacking the Go 
Fish cards even as he spread them out 
to make his matches of Tina Tuna, Louie 
Lobster—“Good job, oh my, you’re a bright 
two-year-old,” and tuck, tuck into the box. I 
can always guilt myself on both sides—not 
being attentive or industrious enough. If it’s 
left to me. But it’s not left to me. My most 
prized moments of wakefulness come when 
something jars me out of my program—a bit 
of pain, or a bit of disruption. Grace breaks 
in—sometimes not so gently—and it won’t 
let my gaze go elsewhere.

JESSIE VAN EERDEN, NONFICTION

My fingers peel back the beads of a worn 
rosary, one by one, mantra by mantra. May 
I be well. May I be happy. May I be safe. 
May I be peaceful and at ease. May I be free 
of suffering. So begins the practice Metta 
Bahvana, translated as Loving-Kindness, 
one of the main mindfulness traditions 
in Buddhist teachings. The metta mantra 
moves from the first person in expanding 
circles, from your heart to others. May 
my loved one . . . May my enemies . . . May 
all living beings . . . “The result of mindful 
metta,” my  lama says, “is playfulness.” 
With mindfulness, as with playing, we are 
connected and curious toward ourselves, 
our companions, and the present moment. 
As Rumi writes, “Be melting snow. Wash 
yourself of yourself.”

RITA JONES, REVIEWS

I came across a huge encyclopedia of fungi 
in the public library, replete with colorful 
images and hundreds of fantastic names. I 
checked it out and started listing them in 
a notebook: false parasol, orange grisette, 
powdery piggyback. This activity hasn’t 
proved “productive” yet. I haven’t written a 
single poem with a fungus in it, though for 
a while I did close my emails with random 
fungus names instead of “All the best” or 
“Sincerely.” I followed my curiosity, trusting 
that such forays into the “useless,” those 
unexpected attractions, can become fodder 
for poems with time. Or maybe the delight 
of saying those names—and the playfulness 
it cultivated in me—was enough. Lilac 
dapperling, branched shanklet, poison pie, 
splendid woodwax. 

CORY HUTCHINSON-REUSS, POETRY

Thrown happily into the company of a 
toddler one day per week, I am both sobered 
and drunked by his capacity for wonder. 
Drunked (let’s call it a word) that my 
grandson gasps at each fresh delight, as if 
more oxygen, or a mighty intake of wind, is 
needed to comprehend this novelty. Now I, 
too, long to suck in this air, or Spirit, when 
I see fireflies or falling leaves, when I wake 
next to the woman I love. Drunked, but also 
sobered: I witness fewer gasps as this little 
boy nears his fourth year. Was it before 
memory that I began to lose this capacity for 
wonder? Can I learn again to gasp?  

TOM SCHMIDT, REVIEWS

ON SLOWING DOWN + NOTICING 
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When I write I “dawdle”—a verb my 
grandmother used with affectionate 
authority. She told me not to dawdle when 
doing errands or homework. But she was 
one of the best dawdlers I knew. Southern 
lady that she was, she settled into “vis’ting” 
when folks came by with visible pleasure in 
conversation, which she elicited with skill 
and humor. 
     These days, when I find time to write, or 
when I find time to sit with a friend whose 
idea of fun is two cups of tea and an hour 
to spend, I dawdle over that tea. Alone at 
the computer I  noodle around with words 
(another of my favorite verbs) for quite some 
time before the next thing happens.  The 
pleasure those times afford is just this side 
of a good deep tissue massage or lying on 
the floor in the dark with a candle and quiet 
music just before bedtime.   

MARILYN MCENTYRE, REVIEWS

This past semester I taught a class called 
“Reading Earth.” Much of the nature writing 
we read pointed toward the ways humans 
have damaged the earth, but our initial focus 
was simply to take time to observe nature 
for a minute and notice something each of 
us hadn’t noticed before. This first humble 
step toward reading the earth led to a small 
movement among us: Walking Wednesdays. 
Once a week, try, if you can, to walk when 
you might otherwise drive. For me, so far, it 
hasn’t just been a tiny gift to the earth, but 
a gift to myself—stars early in the morning, 
the sound of wind against my own heartbeat, 
two crows cawing. 

JOSEPH HEITHAUS, POETRY 

As a little boy I held a dandelion flower in 
my hand and was suddenly overwhelmed 
with feeling—and burst into tears. In 1959 
boys were discouraged from crying. But 
something overflowed. I remember the 
vivid impression that this little white globe, 
made up of hundreds of gossamer threads 
perfectly aligned to form a fragile sphere, 
was a picture of the sun or moon or a star. 
     My little six-year-old mind couldn’t 
calmly contain this thought: God loves 
spheres. 
     Make more of them. Fill the sky with 
them. Blanket the earth with them as 
flowers. Make them fierce with millions 
of atomic explosions. Make them fragile 
and vulnerable to human breath, so that 
blowing on them will move seeds into the 
air everywhere.

BRUCE HERMAN, VISUAL ART

My Alley Kids artworks series was created 
in collaboration with a group of kids who 
used to hang around our house. They were 
always nearby—laughing, yelling, making 
forts, crafting masks, inventing stories, and 
mashing up DIY aesthetics with Lord of 
the Flies ethics. Playing with them was a 
test of patience, but also an opportunity to 
slow down and pay attention to the places 
in our world that are too often undervalued 
or overlooked. A smoldering fire made out 
of scrub tree branches. A homemade mask 
head on a pike. A kid reading and singing 
beautifully in a tree. All things I have seen 
happen in my own back alley. 

SCOTT KOLBO, VISUAL ART
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In the short summers of Minnesota, grilling 
outside becomes nearly a mandate, a 
welcomed ritual. Some years ago I willfully 
complicated this mealtime ritual by vowing to 
forego propane or even charcoal, and to cook 
over windfall branches. Most are smallish 
sticks gathered as I walk the dog, broken over 
my knee or cut into pieces with my father’s 
old bucksaw.  
     Now my grill needs ceaseless tending, but 
I’ve gotten to know the different traits of 
the found wood. Silver maple lights quickly, 
flames high and then vanishes into ash; 
catalpa crackles; oak will leave glowing, long-
lasting embers. Passing neighbors say, “that 
looks like a lot of work”; which it is, but work 
that connects me to elemental things. 

JAMES SILAS ROGERS, NONFICTION

It’s become difficult to see what is singular 
in the 21st century’s multiplex virtual world. 
Life becomes a treadmill of deadlines and a 
slideshow of spectacle-news. 
     Quietude is stolen even in public spaces 
by wide screen TVs, and in taxi cabs by 
small screens. I protest by turning away, 
by taking long solitary walks through the 

asphalt canyons of Manhattan. Walking, I 
am in the moment, yet envisioning moments 
that have come before. The sidewalks 
themselves have a language. I open myself 
to the mysteriousness and let it flow in. 
In my writing room that is at best a large 
closet, I sit. I luxuriate in sitting and staring 
into space. I let the blessed nothingness/
everythingness fill me with imaginings. 

STEPHANIE DICKINSON, FICTION

You only overlook something because you 
are focusing on something else. I’ve been 
thinking a lot these days about focus, about 
looking. About what we choose to hold. 
When I was younger, I thought we had to be 
completely democratic and nonjudgmental 
in life—that we had to open arms wide, and 
embrace everything.  
     Now I realize that it is important not to 
judge others; it is important to accept others. 
But I have the right—the responsibility to be 
discerning for what is best for my own life. I 
do not have to allow everything in. I can hold 
some things and not others. This is what is 
important. This is taking care of yourself.

HOPE WABUKE, POETRY
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1  Chewing on Life
2  Humor’s Grace
3  Reconstruction

4  Benedictio
5  Flux

6  Epiphany
7  Addiction
8  Summer I

9  Communion
10  Ascension
11  Passages

12  Summer II
13  Confession

14  With Earnest Jest
15  Borrowing

16  Mapping This Place
17  Pilgrimage

18  Sound and Silence
19  Sustaining

20  Feasting
21  Grief

22  Up in the Air
23  The Stories We Tell

24  Heirlooms
25  Unraveling the Dark

26  In the Margins
27  Glimpses

28  Not Forgotten
29  In Search of Song

30  The Body
31  Always, We Begin Again

32  Clearing It Out
33  Artist as Seer

34  Keeping Things Whole
35  A Loss for Words

36  Writ in Water
37  Being Known

Thank you.
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